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elcome to Big Kirk Hallam’s Annual Report.

Inside you will find a snapshot of all that has been happening here as a result of Big Kirk Hallam
funding. It has been really exciting seeing all the activities and changes that have been taking

place over the past year and
speaking to local groups about the
ways in which they have been
spending the money to benefit
different members of the
community. We hope that you
enjoy reading the articles and
looking at the photos. Perhaps you
or someone you know took part in
one of the projects featured!



A MESSAGE FROM OUR CHAIR,
BRIAN COOPER 

Well here we are, one year down our ten year path.
We’ve spent many hours of consultation with
residents of Kirk Hallam from the very young to our
older generation to understand the needs of the
local people.
There has been a wide range of varying views of
how the first two years’ money should be spent and
all the time making sure we don’t waste money.

We had a discussion to make on how to allocate the funds and came up with two options:

1. Spend the money on one or two projects, or
2. The more difficult way, where more people had a slice of the cake.

After a lot of thought we took the second option of sharing the funds to benefit more residents.

The majority of the projects went very well but unfortunately some others failed to materialise
due to lack of support from the residents.

The youth club at the social club on a Tuesday evening and mobile skate park at Kirk Hallam
Academy are a huge success. Four Family fun days have been organised for the year, and have
been well attended and enjoyed.

Since all the extra activities to occupy the young have started, most of the problems around
the shops area have become less frequent.

We have a small residents group of six who have all worked well together and are very keen
to make Kirk Hallam a much happier and nicer place to live. We still need more residents to
come and join us on the partnership to help push through projects that are not going so well
and to keep bringing with them new ideas for the needs of Kirk Hallam.

Our A.G.M. is in September so if you are interested in joining us please get in touch.
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A MESSAGE FROM BILL BADHAM, BIG LOCAL REP.
On 10 December 2012, the Lottery announced that Kirk Hallam was to be one of the 150 Big Local areas in England,
receiving £1m over ten years through resident-led plan and action to help make the area an even better place to live.

2 ½ years later, the interest, enthusiasm and commitment for what Big Kirk Hallam is achieving has grown from
strength to strength because residents have seen vision turning into practical action responding to community
priorities. Projects include supporting local groups with small grants, building sustainable youth provision, supporting
children and families, providing activities and improved facilities for older residents, helping improve the environment
and supporting events that celebrate life in Kirk Hallam. 

There are many reasons for this success. For me there are three elements that stand out. First, the community’s interest
and input continues and is regularly reinvigorated. Second, the partnership leadership by a core group of residents
has been outstanding, bringing clarity of direction, oversight and scrutiny to make sure money is well spent. Third,
£1m of funding needs good management, provided by Kirk Hallam Community Academy as the Local Trusted
Organisation and by Jsan Shepherd as the plan co-ordinator. 

The partnership’s review of this first year of funded activity was thorough and threw up valuable points of learning
we can build on going forward. Local Trust as the managing organisation approved release of second year funding
to continue with successful projects and to bring on new ones to help build on early success and extend reach and
impact. 

As the Big Local Rep, it is a real pleasure to work with you and to support Big Kirk Hallam on this exciting and
remarkable journey. 

HELLO FROM LOCAL PLAN 
CO-ORDINATOR, JSAN SHEPHERD.
Hello everyone.  We have had a really successful year at Big Kirk
Hallam and I hope you enjoy reading about the projects we have
funded this year and the difference they have made to you. When
carrying out a review of year one, we have calculated that around
1000 residents of Kirk Hallam have benefitted from the projects
funded so far.

I joined Big Kirk Hallam in October 2014 as the plan coordinator and
was lucky to take over from Kim Bell who had done a brilliant job in
setting up the projects for year one which has made my job easier.

I have really enjoyed learning more about Kirk Hallam and meeting lots of interesting people who have been involved
with the projects. It is great that we have money from Big Local for a full ten years so that we can build on the
successes we have achieved so far. It is good to be working on a project which is totally resident led with all the
decisions on priorities and spending being made by residents from Kirk Hallam. All of the projects have grown out
of the priorities identified through the consultation and community conversations with you, and it is only the resident
members of the partnership who are able to vote on decisions and how the money is spent.

I am looking forward to year two of the plan; continuing with some of the projects from year one as well as some
new and exciting projects which have been planned for the coming year. 



THERE HAVE BEEN SOME GREAT EVENTS HAPPENING IN KIRK
HALLAM THIS YEAR. HERE’S A TASTE OF SOME RECENT ONES.
ANOTHER FANTASTIC CELEBRATION AT KIRK HALLAM LAKE AND MEADOWS
The Kirk Hallam community was treated to another excellent Lake and Meadows festival this year. It gets bigger and better
every year and is a real community event. It was good to see so many people out and about enjoying the sunshine, stalls and
activities. Thankfully the rain held off pretty much until the end of the festival. Representatives from Big Kirk Hallam Partnership
Board were present and enjoyed catching up with people and telling them about the progress so far of the projects funded
by Big Kirk Hallam.

Kirk Hallam Lake and Meadows Festival is one of the community events that Big Kirk Hallam has supported. This is in
recognition of the great work they do in highlighting some of the many positive features of life in Kirk Hallam and in getting
members of the community together to enjoy a day of celebration and appreciation of their natural environment.

The friends of Kirk Hallam Lake and Meadows was established in 2007 in order to protect & maintain the site, preserve &
record the historical aspects of the site, raise funds to carry out the work of the group and create a welcoming green space
for the community & wildlife.

The Festival highlights the many aspects of the rich wildlife of the site, and also includes
other invited organisations with similar aims to help animals, wildlife and the natural
world.
The Friends of Kirk Hallam Lake and Meadows would like to thank all volunteers, stall
holders, attractions and members of the public for helping to make the Lakeside Festival
on Sunday 5 July such a wonderful success. The general public came out in force, more
than ever before, and the Friends have had some fantastic, encouraging comments about
the event and hope to build on their success on Sunday 3 July, 2016. Watch this space!

A FIRST FOR THE SUMMER FUN FESTIVAL. 
Kirk Hallam’s summer festival of sports and activities at the Community College attracted 100s of children and young people
and their families on a sunny Saturday in August. The Mayor of Erewash, Councillor Val Custance also came along to the
event.

Many took part in an organised football tournament, enthusiastically cheered on by very sporting parents. A mobile skate
park attracted dozens of boys and girls displaying their skills. Inside, a huge trampoline was in operation, providing a lot of
bouncing fun, and there was basketball training taking place as well. On a neighbouring field, stalls with food and drink and
various attractions welcomed visitors during the tournament breaks. The climbing wall and Punch and Judy were especially
popular. 

The summer festival was the big idea of Elley Cummings from the College, which
supported the event. Elley and her colleague Ernest Weatherall have spent the last 6
months organising the event. Many volunteers and stall holders gave their time and
expertise for free to make the event be such a success. 

Big Kirk Hallam, the ten year £1m resident led programme, part funded this event with
£1700 to help it get off the ground in its first year and hopefully establish it on the Kirk
Hallam annual calendar of events fostering community spirit and offering more things
to do and places to go for young people.

Elley said "The day was a huge success with over 600 people attending. I’ve had all good feedback especially from the
coaches (football, basketball and trampolining) and parents saying we should do it again next year. I want to say a massive
thank you and show my appreciation to everyone that helped out, from the coaches, Earl Taylor for organising the tournament,
Martin Spencer and the army cadets for helping out at the entrance and on stalls and of course Earnest Weatherall for making
the day happen. I want to thank Big Kirk Hallam too - it wouldn’t have been possible without your support."

Big Kirk Hallam looks forward to next year and hope the summer festival grows from strength to strength.
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A REPORT BY WASH ARTS ABOUT THE KIRK HALLAM GIRLS’ FORUM

Wash Arts CIC has been working with Kirk Hallam Community Academy since autumn 2014 to establish
a Girls’ Forum. We have been meeting the girls fortnightly during term time at the school on Monday
evenings
.
We have continually consulted with the girls to devise a programme of activities with external activity
leaders to work with them in specialised areas and also research places to visit and look at external
activities as part of the agreed programme. We have also supported the girls to be advocates for their
own needs and interests and those of other young women in the area, enabling and guiding them to
develop projects of their choice designed to benefit their own community. We have encouraged them
to write and talk about their experiences as group members.

We have run 8 activity workshops and two film nights with popcorn. This included the musical ‘Hair
Spray’. It was a night of singing and dancing by the girls and also some more serious discussions around
racism and body image!

The girls have also had the opportunity to try out some creative activities run by local artists. This included
a card making workshop, a wire and bead jewellery workshop by maker Betty Ching and glass decoration
with local crafts maker Dawn Turner.

At a knitting workshop with Kirsty Taylor - a local craft-maker and parent at the school, the girls learnt
to ‘human knit’ using their hands and arms as knitting needles. Using yarn made from old T Shirts and
charity shop clothes showed them how accessible this could be. Textiles teacher Kelly Goddard joined
the session and we all had great fun making our wild knitting scarves.  This process helped with co-
ordination. Some of the girls fed back that they had found this activity to have therapeutic benefits and
took the yarn home with them for this reason “It helps me to stop feeling angry”

At the girls’ request we ran a Karaoke night and even Wash Arts’ staff were persuaded to join in! The
girls also self-managed a nail art session. 
The girls particularly enjoyed a workshop with dancer Michelle Williamson and we plan to offer more of
this in the autumn term.

We have found at each session that we have had informal discussions around their continuing issues
about body image, respect by peers (male and female) and their feelings of empowerment, confidence
and self-esteem within the school and outside. 

As the group has developed, the girls have started to contribute their own ideas and plans for future
activities. During one session one girl told the group that one of her relatives had cancer and it then
became apparent that everyone in the group had known or knew someone who had had cancer. As a
result, the girls asked if we could enter a team for Race for Life in the future and we hope to organise
this with them during the next 12 months. 



The girls have also been looking for funding to enable them to take a group of older residents out on a
day trip to London. They would like to each select a female relative (from Kirk Hallam) or other community
member to experience a day out, to include a show and visits to landmarks. They feel it would be great
to do something enjoyable with older residents and to share the new experience outside of Kirk Hallam
together.

Here’s what some of the girls have to say about the group:

“This gives us the opportunity as a group of young girls, to develop our own forum where we can meet
and take part in activities that we have not experienced before. It also gives us an opportunity to have
“a girls-only space” and enable us to have a voice in our community in a supportive and confidential
environment.” 

“The overall the aim of this project is to help us feel less isolated and ultimately to empower and give
greater confidence and self-esteem – GIRL POWER!”

We are looking forward to continuing our meetings with the girls from September when they will each
introduce, and become a mentor for, a new, younger member.
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KIRK HALLAM CHILDREN GET A PASSPORT TO FUN AND DISCOVERY!

Wash Arts CIC has been working with year 3 and 4 pupils from Dallimore and Ladywood Schools on the
development of the Big Kirk Hallam Passport. The Passport project offers a wide range of exciting activities
that will expand the horizons of young people as they grow up in Kirk Hallam. The BIG ideas for the
passport have all come from the children and staff of the schools. 

The consultation process was very successful with a long list of fantastic and exciting BIG ideas from the
children and school including The BIG Mess and The BIG Get-Together! The passport itself will remain as
a personal and professionally produced legacy for the duration of the project during coming years. 

The 24 page passport booklet was designed by Kate Smith, a award winning children’s illustrator working
with children at the schools.

As each activity is completed the children’s passport will be stamped. We hope that the Passport will
become a feature of the life of every child growing up in Kirk Hallam over at least the next 10 years!

On two gloriously hot and sunny days in June this year, 140 children began their Passport journey with
big picnics and activities in each of the schools that the children got involved in organising. Parents and
other family members were invited to share the food and join the celebrations and even the Mayor came
along too!

To commemorate the day, local artists Rachel Carter and Dawn
Turner worked with the children to create hanging birds and
special object fossils. These were added to a group sculpture along
with a replica of Dawn’s previous Kirk Hallam map sculpture to
signify the children’s future journeys and discoveries whilst taking
part in The Passport project. 

The children were also able to gain their first stamps as a result
of taking part in the activities. 

Both schools and Wash Arts have continued with other
activities for the children to add to their passport including a
drumming workshop, singing, bird box making and
storytelling.

More activities are planned from September including a BIG
Sleep Out!

We are really looking forward to hearing about what exciting
experiences the children discover in the future! 
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Discovering Fossils

Wash Arts Staff, Artists & Jsan Sheperd

with the Mayor & Lady Mayoress at the launch
Artist Rachel Carter & Illustrator  Kate Smith with the finished sculpture

Bird sculptures

Making birds

The passport and Sketch book

Illustrator Kate Smith

Bird making
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BIG KIRK HALLAM NEWS-HUB: 
BRINGING YOU THE NEWS ABOUT BIG KIRK HALLAM!

Big Kirk Hallam News-hub has been run by Wash Arts CIC, working with students from Kirk Hallam
Community Academy to oversee delivery of the communications and marketing strategy for the Big Kirk
Hallam project. The News-hub was formed to promote and publish good news stories about Big Kirk
Hallam using a range of communication channels including a paper and email newsletter, the BKH
website, social media (including Facebook and Twitter), events and media contacts to celebrate the
success of projects and also to encourage local participation and engagement with residents of Kirk Hallam.   
The two most recent newsletters and this magazine have seen contributions from students from the
school; including articles, interviews, research and photographs

Here’s what some of the students have had to say about the experience of being on the team:

“I have designed the new newshub logo, I chose a map of the Kirk Hallam area as the background of
the logo as it looked professional in both black and white and whether it was big or small. I used a large,
bold, non-serif font that would be easily read by all readers. “It was nice to be asked to use my design
work.” Sophie

“I like news-hub because it helps you learn about the environment and help out in projects like the
summer fun festival or youth club. It is also a very fun meeting that is on every 2 weeks for just under 2
hour on Tuesday. Plus an extra is that you get to know the people in your community and have your
picture/name in the spotlight. 
I am interested in the news-hub because I love taking photos of everything and I am great at designing
from the top of my mind. It is fun to help people to decide what to spend the Big Kirk Hallam lottery
money on. And it is a great honour to be in this club! I think the news hub is an amazing idea to top up
people on Big Kirk Hallam news.” Sian

“I decided to join the News Hub team, as I want to be a journalist when I leave school; I thought this
was a perfect opportunity to practise my skills on an important project. I have always enjoyed writing
and I hope that I can bring my enthusiasm and hard work to the team.” Lauren

“Working in the news-hub team has been a great experience and I have enjoyed every minute of it, I am
looking forward to what the future brings for me and the rest of the team!” Sophie

Interview with news-hub member Alex:
Why do you want to participate within the Big Kirk Hallam New Hub Project?
“I’d like to see what’s going on around Kirk Hallam, see who is benefitting from the investment and
also help out with any technological problems we many come across.”



What skills can you offer to the Big Kirk Hallam New Hub Project?
“I’m good with computing and graphic design therefore I believe I come contribute to the Big Kirk Hallam
news hub in many ways”.

Do you think you can make a difference with the Big Kirk Hallam New Hub Project?
“I believe I could help run the IT systems within the Big Kirk Hallam news hub project and help get the
word out by using my IT skills to operate software such as Facebook and Twitter.”

Interview with Josh:
Tell me about yourself: 
“I am highly interested in politics and economics, also I would enjoy being involved in any debate about
investment.”

What skills can you bring to the news-hub?
“I believe I could talk with the partnership team in order to get my local opinions across as to how the
initial 2 year investment is shaping the community, either in a good or bad way.”

“I am interested in news hub because I love designing things up out of my imagination and I love hearing
news about things going on in Kirk Hallam. Therefore I love going to meetings and helping people out
in different education lessons.  
I think the news-hub is an amazing idea so people can talk.” Poppy

“I like the News-hub because it is a friendly environment and I like getting involved with my community
I would like to continue Newshub so I can carry on being involved. Travis and I have been working on a
film for Big Kirk Hallam website. I would like to hear how I can be more involved next year.” 
Kieran

“I would like to be in the Newshub next year because I like being involved in things like this to help the
community in coming together. I enjoyed it this year because we made a newsletter and I learned some
skills like having more confidence in writing.” Georgia

“I like the Newshub because it’s a way to get involved within our local area and socialise with what is
happening inside – in a way to dig deeper. We help with many newsletters that get posted through
people’s letter boxes. This is why I would like to continue to do this next year.” Travis

“The reason I like the Newshub is because it feels like I am making a difference to young people. I want
to come next year because I have really enjoyed it this year because it is very friendly. I enjoy putting
together the newsletter. I learnt it is very hard to put together.” Millie
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Arts at the heART project

Fun at the youth club

Girls Forum

crochet

Fun at the youth club

Girls forum jewellery workshop

Fun with arm knitting at Girls' Forum

Passport BIG picnic
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Girls forum jewellery

Jsan Shepherd chats 

with a resident at the 

Lake & Meadows Festival

Lantern making at the Lake & Meadows Festival

Hazel Cooper presents an award at
the youth club
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KIRK HALLAM YOUTH CLUB
Enthusiasm Trust have worked with residents and young people to establish a youth club at the Social Club on
Tuesday evenings, 6.30pm – 8.00pm. 

Enthusiasm Trust talked about the impact and difference the Youth Club has made:
“Enthusiasm has so far managed to identify people who are passionate and want to make a difference in their
local community and to assist individuals or groups to engage effectively with young people. We’ve offered
training and on-going support; recruited local people to paid positions with the club and started to begin to train
a new lead for the club
We are continuing to look for people passionate about working with young people with the right skills. We will
continue to train the volunteers through delivery sessions and the briefing and debriefing meetings at the start
and end of every session as well as doing specific training and separate events just for volunteers.”

The project has quickly become established and is going from strength to strength with the number of young
people attending increasing week by week. There is a regular attendance of about 70 young people from the
Kirk Hallam area.

Here’s what some of the young people and others involved have to say about the club:

“This is a great opportunity to make lots of new friends. It can turn a boring night in to a great night out. There
are games, music, hot chocolate, a pool table and sometimes an amazing great new Xbox1 game! It is so fun
and it’s FREE! So if you’re in years 7 – 11, come along and join us.” Sian (young person and also a member of
our News-hub)

“It’s fun and safe and great for the Kirk Hallam community.” Mimi Anderson (young person)

“It’s the best thing that’s happened to Kirk Hallam. It’s better because you can come here instead of causing
trouble on the streets. The best thing about it is seeing your friends.” 
Liam Haywood (young person)

“Week nights used to be boring but ever since this started now they are not, I am so glad I came. There’s always
a different activity every week.” Lily Potter (young person)

“The youth club is a great idea to bring local young people together to decide what they want to do and they
become a part of it. It gives them something to do to keep them off the streets. I enjoy being a volunteer and



giving something back after living here for 9 years. I enjoy living here; it’s safe and people are welcoming. Kirk
Hallam sometimes gets a bad reputation but stuff like this helps to show the positives.” Emma Hardy (local
volunteer)

It has been an exciting few months for Enthusiasm Trust as they have developed and supported the long term
sustainability of the club. There have been some fun and exciting events there for local young people including
an ‘I’m a celebrity night’ and even animal visitors including a 4 foot monitor lizard, a skunk, cockroaches and a
snake! 

The club recently held a Kirk Hallam Young People’s Community Awards evening where they highlighted the
amazing things that some local young people have done for their community this year. The evening was attended
by local supporters and representatives from Big Kirk Hallam including Stella Couloutbanis from the News-hub
team who took some photos of the winners. It was an exciting evening and it was fantastic to see so many young
people being recognised for their various achievements in the community. Hazel Cooper from Big Kirk Hallam
was pleased to be asked to present the awards to the young people. It was a great night celebrating the time
and energy the young people have given to help and support others. Here’s a list of award recipients.
Congratulations to them all!

Best contribution to sports Lewis Hickling
Most improved young person Ethan Kemp
Young person charity award Mimosa Anderson
Best contribution to arts Nicola Lewis
Best contribution on volunteering Netta Gamble
Young person of the year award Daniella Eley
Best dressed Netta Gamble
Best hair Chloe Hardy
Most thoughtful Joshua Hunnam
Most fun Mimosa Anderson

There has also been a special summer beach party at the club which also went down really well!
Over the summer holiday the group has continued to meet on Tuesday nights. Keep an eye on their Facebook
page (KH Yewf) for up to date details of where they are meeting and what activities are happening. 

As well as running the club, Enthusiasm has some great opportunities for adult and young people volunteers to
help to run the sessions and continue their positive work in Kirk Hallam. Without the support of an amazing
volunteer team they would not be able to do what they do. Contact Neil Fearn on 07725978335 if you want
more information about volunteering positions with great progression opportunities for those looking for work.
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COMMUNITY CHEST NEWS FROM
HAZEL COOPER, PARTNERSHIP
GROUP COMMUNITY CHEST LEAD 

Don’t forget! If you are a resident or a representative from a local
group you may be able to apply for a Big Kirk Hallam Community
Chest or Star People award!

The Community Chest is a small pot of money for local groups to
apply for. Here are the details. This is a partnership with UnLtd which
runs Star People awards for individuals.

The aims of the Community Chest are to:
• Help make Kirk Hallam an even better place
• Support residents take action on the 4 key areas of Big Kirk Hallam priorities
• Help individuals and entrepreneurs achieve their dreams (Star People)

What and how much can be applied for:

What

1. Grants for groups

2. Purchases for groups

3. Awards 

Who

Application made by a group with at least two
resident signatures, supported or in partnership
with a local organisation if required.

Application made by a group with at least two
resident signatures, supported or in partnership
with a local organisation if required for a
purchase to be made by our Local Trusted
Organisation.

Any individual living in Kirk Hallam with new
ideas (Star People is run by UnLtd)

How much

Up to £500 or
up to £1000

Up to £500 or
up to £1000

£500 or up to
£5000

Residents of any age within Kirk Hallam can apply.

Keep an eye out for the next round of community chest funding in the autumn. You can find information about how
to apply on the website under the community chest heading or call into Kirk Hallam Community Academy for an
application form. 

Here are some examples of the more recent groups and projects that the
Community Chest has awarded funds to:

Kirk Hallam Social Club received £1000 towards replacing the fencing. Here’s a
photo of them receiving their cheque 
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Friends of Kirk Hallam Lake and Meadows have received £750 to purchase a new generator which will also be
available for other groups in Kirk Hallam to borrow.

The Big Kirk Hallam Partnership Board also awarded funds to the 21st Ilkeston cub scouts to help them
toward their summer camp and equipment. Here they tell us about their trip to Brownsea Island. 

“The Kirk Hallam Cub Pack spent an enjoyable residential experience this summer on Brownsea Island, the birth
place of Scouting. A special t-shirt was commissioned, all the pack looked fab in their On Tour t-shirts & hoodies.
The bus trip was long after a very early start – but there was lots of entertainment to keep us all amused. The ferry
trip over to the island was very short – only 7 minutes, having had an early lunch on the bus as the weather was
not being very kind to us. 
7 cubs + 1 scout, 2 Young Leaders & 5 Leaders took part. The cubs were split into 2 groups. The activities we did
during the 5 days included; Life on an Island, Coasts & Seashores and the erosion that is happening to the Scout
side of the island. Improving the Environment - the cubs really got stuck in clearing the bracken to help new tree
growth, not forgetting learning more about the Red Squirrels and taking part in the BP‘s Outdoor Challenge. The
pack also spent some time trying sailing (we got wet before we even started to sail!) and spent lots of time exploring
the island and beaches. 
All the cubs behaved fantastically. They all took part in everything that was offered to them, and have seen wildlife
up close that they may never see again (red squirrels and the deer) and some that they will not want to see again
- the red ants were HUGE. During the week the Cubs sent post cards home. Our new young leader Alex Baker
(Bagheera) was invested by the Scout Stone, all members of the pack & leaders had their photo taken by the stone
to commemorate their camp. We ended the stay on the island by holding Grand Howl overlooking the beach. 
On the way back, before we boarded the bus we all had chips on the quayside while watching all the boats go in
and out of Poole harbour.
We all came home very tired, but with lots of memories and mementos as well as tales to be remembered in years
to come.
Lots of badges were earned and awarded - Hikes, Nautical Skills, Nights Away, Time on the Water, Sailing,
Entertainer, plus with a little home work Environmental conservation.

Prior to our summer camp we did lots of fundraising from
carol singing to collecting old clothes & bag packing.
Diane Harris (Akela) remarked that we were lucky enough
to receive 5 grants from the Derbyshire foundation, Cllr
Michelle Booth, Nisa, Big KH lottery & Ilkeston Lions. This
enabled us have a memorable time which would not have
happened without the support we were given.
Next year is a very big year for Cubs Scouts as we will be
celebrating our centenary. We have lots planned so watch
this space. ........

Photo of our group standing outside the church at
Brownsea Island, front to back left to right.
Joshua Hall, Emma Flewitt, Reid Tilford, Sylvie Humphries &
Lucy Baker.
Jessie Phillips, Alex Baker (Bagheera), Liam Cresswell & Lucy
allcock.
Diane Harris (Akela), Katie Davies (Ikki),& Jenni Anning (Kaa.,
Chris Draycott (Rama) & Tom Barratt (Jacala).
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LOOKING BACK, LOOKING FORWARD. 

SUCCESSES DURING YEAR 1 – 
A SUMMARY FROM OUR PLAN CO-ORDINATOR, JSAN

The majority of the projects are now progressing well.

Establishing the youth club has been very successful with over 70 young people regularly attending. Additionally
as part of the project the delivery partner has attracted 3 adult volunteers and 6 young people volunteers from
the local area who are receiving training and support. The mobile skate park has also been successful with regular
attendance from young people in the area. Children at the 2 local primary schools have been involved in designing
the Big Kirk Hallam passport which is full of ideas and activities for them to complete and we had a successful
launch in June with a picnic for the children and their families. More activities are planned before the end of
term. This is an exciting project as the children will keep their passports as they continue through their education
to senior school.

After a slow start the family fun days and Dadtastic projects have picked up momentum and are progressing.
Fun days have taken place at Christmas, Easter and during the summer. The Dadtastic project has seen the Dads
buying new outdoor play equipment and they are looking at ways to attract new members to their group. We
will support these projects to ensure that this momentum continues through the next year.
We have helped to improve the community facilities within the area, including funding for a community
noticeboard, funding for improvements to heating and lighting at the community hall and improvements to the
social club.

We have provided funding and support to establish a summer fun festival with an emphasis on sporting activities
and have provided funding to other festivals which are held within the area and which provide great community
activities and spirit.

The community lunch project has seen older residents go into the 2 primary schools to have lunch with the
children once a week. Although the schools can only cater for small numbers there is now a core group of older
people attending and both generations enjoy the experience.

The supporting families project has seen extra resources purchased to help with the Every Child A Talker project.
A kinship group has been established to offer a forum for support and mentoring for carers in the area. The Art
at the HeArt of Wellbeing project has recently started with one to one sessions with residents commencing in
July.  A community group art class is due to start imminently. A core group of young girls are meeting regularly
under the Girls Forum project with a range of activities, support and mentoring taking place. During the months
of June and July a group of youngsters took coaching awards in football and basketball.

The activities and successes are recorded on the website under what’s changed stories and in newsletters. This
year we have seen 2 newsletters produced which have been distributed to residents living in the Kirk Hallam
area. Young people from the Kirk Hallam Community Academy continue to produce articles and photos for the
website and newsletters. The community chest fund is working well with local groups bidding for the funds for
their projects. 

We are looking forward to building on these successes and developing some new activities alongside those
successful ones continuing in year 2.
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A chance for all the family to
hear live music, enjoy community

food, and experience face
painting, henna, arts & crafts,

community groups, games,
scalextric, fire show, lantern

procession and more.....

WHAT’S COMING UP? 

LOOK OUT FOR THESE OTHER BIG KIRK
HALLAM EVENTS AND PROJECTS!

Harvest Moon Festival 2015
Saturday 26th September

4pm - 7.30pm
Free family event

At the lake on Godfrey Drive by 

Kirk Hallam Community College

BIG KIRK HALLAM AGM 
Saturday 19th September, 2pm - 4pm at the community hall.



BIG KIRK HALLAMBIG KIRK HALLAM WHO’S WHO.

Here is a list of the current Big Kirk Hallam Partnership Board members
and their roles (note: residents only may vote).

The partnership welcomes new resident members wishing to listen in and contribute

in attendance. Please get in touch if you are interested. The partnership meets from

5.30pm, usually on the second Monday of the month. 

Name Position

Brian Cooper (Resident) Chair

Tracy Thorp (Resident) Vice chair / Community Chest

Linda Frudd (Resident) Community Chest

Hazel Cooper (Resident) Community Chest

George Kitchen (Resident) Member

Rev’ Christine French (Resident) Member

Jsan Shepherd (Non-Resident) Plan Co-ordinator 

Aidan Smith (Non-Resident) Local Trusted Organisation Lead

Bill Badham (Non-Resident) Big Local Rep – in attendance

We would like to say goodbye and thank you to resident member Colin Simpson
who has moved away from the Kirk Hallam area. Colin volunteered his time on
The Partnership Board as Finance Officer and will be greatly missed. We are
grateful for his work for the team and wish him good luck in the future!
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BIG KIRK HALLAM

FINANCIAL REPORT

2014 - 15
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KEEP IN TOUCH !

Here’s how to keep in touch with Big Kirk Hallam:

For general enquiries and your Big Kirk Hallam news

stories, please contact us at:

admin@bigkirkhallam.org.uk 

Or write to us: c/o Jsan Shepherd, Big Kirk Hallam, 

Kirk Hallam Community Academy

Follow us on Twitter: @BigKirkHallam   

Find us on Facebook: Search ‘BigKirkHallam’ 

Of course you can always keep up to date with the

latest news on our website!

https://bigkirkhallam.wordpress.com/  


